FLEET MANAGEMENT

EROAD SERVICE AND VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
EROAD Service and Vehicle Maintenance simplifies
servicing with automated service scheduling based
on time lapsed, distance travelled or engine hours.

KEY BENEFITS

Maintain a healthy fleet
Accountability and transparency around your vehicle
maintenance is an essential part of operating a
successful operation. Vehicle defects can cause delay
from breakdowns or be placed out of service from
failing a roadside inspection.

Eliminate downtime Keep your vehicles on
the road by reducing the risk of breakdowns
and associated drop in productivity

Maintenance and repairs are also a significant
component of your business expenses. Scheduling
periodic and systematic vehicle inspections helps
to keep on top of the health of your fleet and avoid
unexpected repair bills.
EROAD's comprehensive Service and Vehicle
Maintenance allows you to proactively manage the
maintenance and repair of your vehicle fleet.

Reduce repair costs Stay on top of vehicle
maintenance with automated service
scheduling, avoiding the need for unforeseen
repairs

Improve safety A well-maintained fleet helps
you meet health and safety compliance and
minimise risk
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KEY FEATURES

›› Notifications for vehicle service
alerts including COF, WOF and
rego

›› Periodic and custom service
scheduling by date and/or
distance

›› Ability to record supplier, service
details, costs, invoice number
and details, and unforeseen
service events such as
emergency repair work

›› Service history reports by

vehicle, date and/or category of
service

›› Ability to provide service

suppliers with web access to
selected vehicles and fleets

›› Full service history archive
functionality

"We’ve got two businesses and three workshops and we can see what’s happening across all of
them, on one screen, thanks to EROAD.
It makes servicing that many vehicles much simpler and using an automated system rather than
manual we know we’re on track, and there’s no risk of human error."
Paul McCurdy, Operations Manager
McCurdy Engineering

One end-to-end solution
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your RUC compliance, health and safety, and fleet management, helping
you efficiently utilise your capital and reduce the costs associated with fleet operations and management.
EROAD offers a complete suite of user-friendly compliance and telematics solutions, including driver safety tools
and reports, vehicle maintenance, and fuel and fleet utilisation reporting. EROAD’s independently proven, secure
platform guarantees accurate data that you can rely on to provide insight and competitive advantage.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

